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Skills

Awards

Publications

Profiles

Summary

Education

Exhibitions

photography

Product, Architectural, Drone, reproduction,

artwork

Video Production

Cinematography, Drone, Edit

Virtual Tour

AWS, Krpano, Pano�VR, ��� degree panorama

Selected for Zero Exhibition

����

APA Award, Minister of Economy, Trade and

Industry Award

����

epson color imaging contest special

approval

����

Luncheon on the grass

Tosei publishing

2008年

hayato.wakabayashi
instagram

hayato.wakabayashi
facebook

Born in ���� and currently resides in Tokyo. Graduated from Nihon University College of

Art with a degree in Photography, then worked for DNP Media Create for � years

photographing products and interiors. On a personal level, I have created work that

explores the complex relationship between people and nature and the friction between

them. Since starting my freelance career, I specialize in fine art and exhibition

landscapes, architecture, and product photography. My skills range from photography

to product photography, video production, development of self-hosted virtual tours,

photographing art for digital archives, and photographing exhibition landscapes. As a

freelancer who began by photographing the work of my artist and architect friends, I am

committed to faithfully documenting their work, helping young talent gain recognition,

and preserving valuable records for future generations to inherit.

Nihon University College of Arts

department of photography

April ���� - March ����

Solo Exhibition "appliqué"

Gallery Niépce (Tokyo)

����

Solo Exhibition "lakeside"

PUNCTUM Photo + Graphix Tokyo

（Tokyo）

����

Solo Exhibition“Luncheon on the grass”

Shinjuku Nikon Salon（Tokyo）

����

Solo Exhibition“Luncheon on the grass”

P.G.I.(Tokyo)

����

Group Exhibition "Photographs and

Books and

portgalleryT（osaka）

����

Solo Exhibition“vanishing”

gallery tosei（Tokyo）

����

Group exhibition "MUSEUM of LIFE"

Akibatamabi��（Tokyo）

����

Group Exhibition “let in light”

Shinjuku Ophthalmologist Gallery

（Tokyo）

����

Solo exhibition“Luncheon on the grass”

���� Contemporary Gallery（Taipei）

����

Solo Exhibition"gravity”

hpgrpGallery(Tokyo）

����

Group Exhibition "Filling and Missing"

hpgrpGallery(Tokyo）

����

Solo Exhibition "Seaside"

gallary tosei（Tokyo）

����

Group Exhibition "other days"

enoco(osaka)

����

Solo Exhibition "Standard"

gallary tosei (Tokyo)

����
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